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Summary and Recommendations

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1, Mission Background The project activities are intended to assist Pacific Is-
land countries to implement strategies for disaster re-

Th ' It ' d t b D R S duction, as formulated within the framework of the
IS consu ancy was carne ou y r, " I ' al D d r N I D ' R d '

St h b tw J d Se t b 1995 Wi k nternation eca e lor atura Isaster e uction

ep enson e een une an p em er ,or -(IDNDR)
ing closely with the UN Department of Humanitarian '

Mfairs South Pacific Programme Office (DHA-SPPO) 0 f th ' ' t ts ' I I r
, ." ." ne 0 e main proJec componen mvo ves filor-
In Suva, FIJI, fact-finding interVIews and analyses were t ' M t .th SPPO ' I d d.

tI. d . F... P V 'I ' 'IT d th C k ma Ion anagemen, WI mvo ve Irec y or
carne out In IJI, ort I a In vanuatu, an e 00 ' d ' tI . th t II ' ti' . ti'
I I d D.. h Id . h .th m Irec y m e 10 owIng ac VI es:
sans, Iscusslons were e m eac country WI

national and local government administrative staff, D I . d d ti' .
t te, ...eve Oping an a ap ng appropna e compu r

managers from national telecommunIcations and elec- , ..
d . th UN d NGO taff Add .systems for informatIon management. ThIs In-

trlClty companIes an WI an s. 1- ..
., .' ,cludes developIng and testing databases and re-

tional intervIews were held at DHA-Geneva, Library .. d d ti.' t t ' I d ' t.., Vlewmg an a ap ng m erna lona Isas er man-

reVIews and searches were carrIed out m Geneva, at t ftw r th P .fi '
th As. I ti.tut f T h I ' B k k d ' agemen so are lor e acllcreglon

elan ns eo lec no ogy m ang 0 ,an m
the UK The Terms of Reference for the study are P 'd ' h d ' tall ' ftw dd d .roVl mg ar ware, ms mg so are an pro-
appen e , °viding training to allow disaster management of-

ficials to effectively use the systems, In addition,
The author gratefully acknowledges the support and t h ' I . ta 'II b 'd d t tri o

.'
d d b th . I th ... F '.' ec rnca assls nce WI e proVl e 0 coun es

assIstance proVl eye nationa au onties m IJI, t h I th t th ' d t b0 e p em se up elr own a a ases
Vanuatu, and the Cook Islands, It has been a pleasure
to work with senior disaster management staff in these An I .. ti' t . th '. S 'al th k d M J h Ch .a ysmg commurnca on sys ems m e regIon
countries, peCI an s are ue to r, osep ungd II th taff f DHA SPPO S f th .

I to assess theIr potentIal for Improving

an a e so- uva or elr cose ". ,
, .,,'. co-operation and for lInkIng disaster management
Interest and hospItality, sharIng of comprehensIve 10- ffi d h I ' t d .' t d . t.,. 0 Ices, an e ping 0 Issemma e Isas er re-

cal knowledge, and Introductions to a wIde range of I t d .r ti'
" d ' d ' .d I d .~ Lu V I'.k f a e lfilorma on,

organIzations an m IVI ua s; an '"' c ro IJ s 0
UN-DHA Geneva, for his capable administrative guid- Th f ' r ti'

t t II.,. ..e use 0 lfilorma on sys ems 0 a ow an over-

ance, and thoughtful and inCISIve Inputs over the du- . f d ' t I t d t.' ti...
t. f th ' VIew 0 Isas er-re a e ac IVI es m proJec coun-

ration 0 e project , . I d ' h ' I d b '
trIes, Inc u Ing t ose Imp emente y countrIes,

2 Th S th P ' f ' 0 , t R d regional organizations and donors,
, e ou aci IC Isas er e UC-

tion Project: Information Management. Collecting and disseminating technical informa-
A t tion on disaster management to countries, donors,

spec s and regional organizations,

Key objectives of the South Pacific Disaster Reduc- A number of steps were taken by DHA-SPPO early
tion Project (SPRDP) are to improve national capaci- on, These included in early 1995 the distribution to
ties in the South Pacific region to mitigate, prepare national administrations of microcomputers (standard
for and respond to natural disasters; to provide tech- 486 compatible PCs with Windows software) provided
nical support materials; and to achieve a sustainable as part of the Chinese Government's contribution to
mechanism for regional co-operation, the project; and the assignment of an experienced

local consultant to configure the donated equipment,
to establish network facilities in the DHA-SPPO of-
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Disaster Management Information Systems -South Pacific Region

fice and to assist with programming and other require- of damage and needs and even longer to organize ef-
ments. fective remedial measures.

The present consultancy is intended to augment and These key factors inevitably play an important part in
provide a framework for these information initiatives. establishing the design constraints of any national in-
Terms of Reference are appended. The consultancy formation systems for emergency response. But other
has focused on a range of components for an informa- influences also need to be considered carefully.
tion management system that can be applied at the
national level and adapted for application at the re- Enabling factors

i:, gionallevel, within the technical and environmental"
r~ constraints commonly found in the region. Topics A number of enabling factors are present which im-

covered include: prove the chances of building and maintaining effec-
tive information systems for disaster planning. Most

.Damage assessment countries have extensive prior experience with cy-

.Resource allocation and tracking for emergency clones and flooding in the region. The experience of
relief most countries is broadly similar. Governments know

.Emergency management information what many of the problems are likely to be, and many
.Reconstruction planning senior government officials have already been in-
.Disaster mitigation volved in relief operations and reconstruction at some
.Baseline data stage in their careers (although staff turnover at this
.Access to regional and international knowledge level is high). Many of the problems and most of the

relief requirements are very similar throughout the
This overview summarises the findings, and the main region.
report provides a detailed analysis of the requirements
and strategies for implementation. In addition the fol- Second, organizational structures and procedures for
lowing products have been developed in the region disaster management are already in place in almost
as part of this project a prototype damage inventory all the countries. Many have national and departmen-
database (using Microsoft Access v2); a collection of tal emergency plans, some kind of emergency opera-
learning materials on database development; a set of tions centre pre-designated, and key staff appointed.
checklists and forms; a set of bibliographic databases A number of key disaster officials from within the re-
on disaster management and mitigation; a prototype gion have received some form of disaster management
lessons learned database; a collection of software nec- training. Overall, capable and professional training and
essary for Internet connections; and facilities for elec- technical inputs from DHA-SPPO and other regional
tronic document exchange. organizations such as AIT-ADPC has helped build up

a cadre of enthusiastic officials and NGO staff with a
30 The State of Disaster Information common outlook, knowledge of international relief. h h Of o issues, and a commitment to staff training and devel-
Systems In t e Sout Paci IC opment within their own organizations.

Island communities are small by global standards. In Third, more than in many regions, hazards are well
consequence, the range of relief and recovery activi- defined, scientifically well understood and limited in
ties which need to be tracked, and the size of the as- the scale and scope of impact. In addition, regional
sociated datasets, are limited. Many island communi- research resources are good, and networking amongst
ties are very isolated, with poor communications and national technical staff, and involvement of specialist
limited logistical resources. In practice. therefore, even outside researchers, is straightforward. There are few
in large emergencies, the range of initial actions avail- securitY issues or other constraints.
able to island administrations is quite narrow, and the
early response is often limited in scale and scope. In These factors are reinforced by an on-going interest
many disasters it takes several days to build a picture and sustained commitment from several major donors,
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Summary and Recommendations

and by a political environment at the regional level Generally, any computerised system must deal with
which values careful and considered debate, consen- interregnum periods when inexperienced technical
sus, and common regional approaches to major chal- staff replace trained ones. Systems must be very easy
lenges. Taken together, this provides a supportive to operate
context in which to develop and test common systems.

A more general factor limited system development is
Restraining factors the condition of international communications in the

region. It is slow and expensive to move electronic
Introduction of new systems is compromised by some data between countries in the region. This situation
important weaknesses in disaster planning and man- will gradually improve as developments in satellite
agement within some of the countries in the region. communications and optical marine cable technology
Although much has been done to establish basic na- increase telecommunications capacity substantially. In
tional plans, detailed operational procedures are still the meantime, however, countries in the region will
rudimentary in many implementing departments. This continue to be at a disadvantage in terms of access to
problem is compounded by limited staff resources, international debate and discussion on disaster man-
limited exposure to more developed national systems, agement.
and lack of training resources for the kind of detailed,
long-term input which has proved successful in those Staff in universities and research centres in the South
few locations where it has been attempted. A particu- Pacific are already anticipating substantial advances
lar problem, which is central to the whole success of in distance learning, conferencing, access to global
disaster management initiatives, is the turnover of library resources, and a range of other technical op-
trained senior officials. Many capable officials have portunities. Large changes will occur within three to
been involved in disaster planning. Unfortunately, five years, but the improvements are likely to be slower
most find themselves posted to more senior and even than in several other regions and considerable atten-
more responsible jobs, just at the point where their tion and skill will always be needed to leverage the
disaster management skills and experience are most best use of the limited communications links available.
valuable to their countries and to the region as a whole. Fluency and facility with data communications should

be a key skill to nurture within national disaster plan-
Operational weaknesses are particularly apparent with ning structures, and within supporting groups such
information technology. Most government institutions as DHA-SPPO, and links with the local research com-
involved in disaster management lack modern com- munity need to be encouraged at every stage.
puter equipment, and this problem is particularly acute
at th~ local level. Much equipment is old, and runs Opportunities
software which is hard for staff to master without sub-
stantial training. Notwithstanding the very real constraints, the oppor-

tunities in emergency information systems develop-
Most offices where microcomputers are available do ment are considerable. The key here is the relative
not have emergency power supplies, or adequate ar- homogeneity and stability of the region. Despite na-
rangements for software security, maintenance of soft- tional differences, there are many opportunities for
ware configurations, or rapid hardware support and shared solutions, and real economies of scale and ef-
repairs. Although enthusiastic and interested in skill fort to be gained from facilitating a regional approach
improvement, most staff have little relevant training to disaster information systems. The chapters in this
at present, and budgets and resources for training are review describe a wide range of possible initiatives,
low. including common systems for damage assessment

and damage inventory; systems for health-related
There is a high turnover of staff with information tech- emergency information; systems for resource track-
nology skills -competent programmers, analysts and ing and scheduling; demonstration projects for miti-
network managers are in high demand from commer- gation data collection and application; and joint initia-
cial organizations throughout Asia and the Pacific. tives for improved access to technical information and

innovations in disaster management.
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Disaster Management Information Systems -South Pacific Region

"t
I~i It worth stressing that the opportunities extend well between the different parts of the system. A similar

~. beyond disaster preparedness. They include improved problem can sometimes occur if there is a differential
, arrangements for storing and processing national sta- pace of introduction within a region. Some countries

~'f tistics, more reliable computer systems for everyday are likely to move much faster than others in building
r administration and more staff trained in information information systems and getting access to interna-

systems .analysis and management. They are also tional data communications networks, and may quickly
likely to include substantial improvements in connec- come to view the disaster management task in very
tivity with institutions throughout the region and be- different ways.
yond.

In the South Pacific region, the most important prob-
Areas of potential concern lems are those associated with the management of

new technologies and the reliability of baseline data.
There are, inevitably, some areas of concern. Intro- The relatively limited equipment requirements and
ducing new arrangements for handling information the small amounts of baseline data actually required
under emergency conditions has risks attached. One suggest that both these problems can be addressed
important risk is associated with restrictive system successfully. Co-ordination of implementation, and
design. A narrowly conceived information system can co-operation between departments is a more complex
focus decision makers on factors which may not be issue, but again one that may be simpler to solve than
the key issues they should be addressing. It can also in many other settings. Problems of regional differ-
severely restrict improvisation and creative and inno- ences can be effectively dealt with by ensuring that
vative solutions. pilot projects are in place in as many areas as pos-

sible. Small, but creative and enthusiastic groups of
A second risk is associated with over-reliance on tech- technological "gatekeepers" in each country are en-
nology. Computer systems are notoriously difficult to tirely capable of exploring new systems, and building
maintain under emergency conditions. Networked collaborative links within the region.
computer systems can often be especially vulnerable.
All information technology requires auxiliary power, 4. Technical Trends and their Impact
software support, repair staff, and users who are
trained to recognise their limitations. Th ty f t th t b .

I t d I IIe pes 0 sys em a can e Imp emen e oca y
Th th . k . t d 'th I ' t depends on the technologies available and the re-

ere are 0 er rlS s assocla e WI re lance on ne -..
, .., sources In place to make them work. Selection and

work connections between orgarnzations, without a . I tati' f ' r ti' t ' I '
t d'. , Imp emen on 0 lfuorma on sys ems IS comp Ica e

concurrent framework for collaboration and Informa- b th t f ' tr d ti' f t h I ' thtI h '
E 'fth h ' II ' k ' t, ' f y era eo In 0 uc on 0 new ec no ogles, e

on s anng, ven I e p YSlca In s eXlS In orma- ,
ti' 'II ft t b tr f d r I'ti. al th rate at which systems become obsolescent, and the

on WI 0 en no e ans erre lor po I c or 0 er , , ... t I training and techrncal support requirements needed
In erna reasons.

to keep abreast of the new systems.

The information itself can be wrong. Statistics can be Lat ti f th ' t ' t h ' I f,.", er sec ons 0 IS repor examine ec rnca ac-

out-of-date, Inaccurate, and ImpreCise. Baseline data t ' d ta'l H . I '
II tr t., , ,. ors In more e I. ere we simp y I us a e some

which IS not updated In a controlled way IS unlikely to . tr d ' . f ti' t d ' h' h' h fid f th . d d t t emerging en s In In orma on sys ems eslgn w IC
gain t e con I ence 0 e experience an as u e ..,
d .. h h Id h f th .b'l'ty may shape the way In which disaster management

a mmlstrators woo muc 0 e responsl II. ., ,
r d " ki and disaster research IS supplied and managed In
lor emergency eclslon-ma ng. tri' Th '

I dmany coun es, ese InC u e:

Introducing systems haphazardly has its own risks. G ' ti' t d .
k d, , .roWIng op ons 0 eslgn wor groups aroun

There can be a real loss of cohesion If some parts of tw k d t . t ( d . .)" ., , ne or e compu erequlpmen an VIce versa ,
an administrative system are going down the Infor- d t ty f ftw t d.

t.,an 0 use new pes 0 so are 0 co-or Ina e
mation technology route, and others are holdIng back. d 't ti' 'ty h d I d t . f, "an morn orac VI ,sc e u ean rou em orma-
It may be unclear m a future emergency Just what kind ti' 'th.

d b tw kf d ' h f .11b . th ' r on WI m an e een wor groups.
0 ata, m w at ormat, WI e crossIng e Interlace
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Summary and Recommendations

.Low cost electronic storage of information. The ded in everyday items (telephones, radio equip-
cost of computer memory continues to fall, and ment, televisions, cars, presentation equipment,
the options for keeping very large amounts of in- etc.), to the point where the user becomes largely
formation in easily accessible electronic form unconscious of their operation. In the longer-term
conti~ue to expand. some countries -and not just the richest or most

developed -see this as offering a broad range of
.Mobile computing. Not only is it possible to carry new options for the design of warning systems

around large volumes of information; there are and for the delivery of emergency public advice
also increasingly effective ways of transmitting and information.
images, documents, and other data from remote
locations. This is facilitated by an increasingly rich Internationally, application of information technology
network of mobile telecommunications: cellular in disaster management is still relatively chaotic; there
telephone, radio data networks, and portable sat- is not yet a standard way of doing things. Practical
ellite communications. applications for specific groups like disaster manag-

ers are only now emerging. Most of the packages that
.Increasing amounts of information are available are available -for example the US commercial soft-

primarily in an electronic format. With wide- ware EIS, and the North American SoftRisk package
spread access to the Internet and commercial net- -are designed primarily for urban administrations in
works, much information on disaster manage- the USA and Western Europe. Whilst management
ment is now being made available primarily in support software is available for other parts of the
digitised form, for reading on computer screens world, it is mostly tailored for particular agencies and
rather than for printing. At the same time, the specific contexts: for example to support food aid
options for controlling and maintaining particu- programmes for displaced people, or to track medi-
lar presentation formats are also improving. cal supply in the Newly Independent States of the

former Soviet Union. A number of packages are ap-
.More effective ways to convert paper documents plicable much more widely, such as PAHO's Supply

into digital form. New software makes it easier Management (SUMA) package, but support and op-
to scan paper documents into computer systems, portunities for demonstration and exchange are at
to store and transmit images of the documents in present more focused on Latin America and the Car-
a format which most micro-computer users can ibbean. Probably most important, there are relatively
read, and (probably most important) to index and few opportunities for designers and users to share
cross-link documents for rapid retrieval. experiences in depth.

.Computer equipment is increasingly configured Notwithstanding the relative fragmentation of this
witt:. multi media facilities, allowing voice mes- market, computer equipment is gradually being intro-
sages and video clips to be routinely stored and duct:d to aid emergency response, mostly on a
transmitted on networks and viewed on inexpen- country-by-country basis. The database packages
sive portable and desktop equipment The ubiq- around which most of the packages are designed are
uitous desktop personal computer, now com- becoming much easier to use, maintain, and modify.
monly found in most of the larger communities Commercial resources for repair and replacement of
in_the Pacific, is likely to be steadily replaced by hardware are now much more widely available. Elec-
simpler, cheaper, but more powerful equipment tronic mail links are becoming ubiquitous and cheap

enough to link designers and users, improving advice
.A very gradual trend towards ubiquitous and very and technical support, making mutual support

inexpensive computing, where information pro- amongst operational staff much more practical.
cessing equipment becomes increasingly embed-
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5 N t"onal Systems for Disaster Man- well-structured management of information is needed" a I as a basis; computers and software are secondary.

agement: Approaches, and Areas for Actions at the regional level can lead the way and pro-

D I t vide support to countries in such a way that success-eve Opmen .
dfullocal prototypes can be replicated and teste on a

wider scale.
A number of key factors must be present for the suc-
cessful introduction of information systems for disas- The analysis in the main report focuses on specific
ter management in the South Pacific area. areas for development at the national level.

The first, and most important is the existence of a .Information management in emergency opera-
comprehensive disaster planning framework and ad- tions centres
ministrative structure, including written plans at ~ll .Information systems for damage inventory and
levels, exercises, and adequate supp.ort ~or staff.m- reconstruction planning
volved in disaster planning. Introducmg Information .Information systems for relief supply manage-
technology can sometimes accelerate the development ment and control
of formal procedures in an organization,. but c~not .Support for disaster mitigation projects
compensate for the lack of them. Nor can It s~bsti~te .Support for preparedness planning and baseline
for human ingenuity, flexibility, and leadershIp skills. data management

Second, there needs to be an effective system for es- Here we summarise some of the main findings. De-
tablishing and maintaining data~ases, ensuring their. tailed systems requirements are analysed in the body
integrity and security, and keepIng them current of the report, and in the appendices.

Third, as soon as a system extends beyond one de- Improving information management in EOCs
partment, there will need to be protocols and com-
mon formats for information transfer, and a r~bust Reliable protected communications are the key to any
and reliable communications network to collect Infor- disaster management system. At the national level no
mation and disseminate decisions. system can operate effectively without a high avail-

..ability communications network with backups, a com-
Fourth, no system can be operated effectively wlth- munications network that is inter-operable with those
out staff training, including simulation training for the of other organizations, and communications staff ca-
conditions in which the system will be operated. pable of limiting damage when it occurs and making

...quick repairs when necessary
Fifth, there will need to be some dIsplay capabIlity,
most likely including displays of geo-referenced in- In the Longer-term there will gradually be a general
formation and near real-time photographs upgrading of regional communications, as new, denser,

...and more robust systems are introduced. This trend
These issues are addressed in more detail m th~ maIn can already been in the Cook Islands and Vanuatu,
report One important message that emerges IS that where satellite links and more modern radio equip-
any implementation in the context of the region will ment provide a more reliable matrix for disaster com-
need to be realistic. It will need to take account of munications. In Fiji, portable satellite communications
environments in which shortages of staff, lack of elec- are now available for emergency operations. A simi-

\ trical power at critical periods, deterioration of build- lar trend in improved radio-communications can be
I ings and equipment, and lack of technical support will seen in the small but professional defence forces in

be the norm for some years. Any strategy needs to some of the countries.
focus on basic improvements and test a range of fur-
ther developments widely in prototype form before

, any life-critical areas are addressed. Above all,
I

!

I ~,
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Summary and Recommendations

In the shorter term, more action is needed to encour- .Assessment forms
age the installation of reliable protected communica- .Data collected
tions at the national EOC level, and to ensure that the .Common database packages
equipment that is available is disaster proof. This in- .Common computer languages for system devel-
cludes more rapid access to spare generators, fuel, opment
and battery back-up, and staff trained to connect com- .Standard designs for EOC equipment, configura-
puter equipment safely to auxiliary power supplies. tion, and layout
Supplies of fax paper, printer cartridges, spare cables. Common packages for EOC training
and computer media also need to be secured.

During this project a set of prototype materials has
Within the EOCs, primary requirements for informa- been produced, as a basis for testing and future de-
tion systems are to: velopment This includes prototype database software

for emergency period damage assessment, a corre-
.Provide a baseline inventory of communications sponding set of forms, and a package of supporting

resources available to national and local authori- materials for local database developers.
ties

.Report on what communications systems are cur- Improved systems for national damage inventory and
rently operating and available. rehabilitation planning

.Identify, during operation, the status of provin-
cial and district level EOC functioning The report includes a detailed analysis of the activi-

.Identify locations of surviving and usable re- ties and information specifically associated with build-
source stockpiles owned by the government ing a "picture" of the scale and scope of physical dam-

.Report on the condition of government offices/ age and of the availability of surviving assets. This is
departments a complex task, which takes place at different admin-

.List which government facilities are currently ac- istrative levels, and across a range of different orga-
cessible nizations. The damage inventory task of local and pro-

.Provide a full list of location and names of all rel- vincial government is largely separate from the paral-
evant government departments leI task of collating information on the operational

condition of essential facilities: airports, air-traffic
The main report provides a comprehensive analysis control, ports, and power supplies to essential ser-
of the requirements in this area together with a re- vices. In the latter sectors the assessments themselves
view of strategies for implementation. will be largely co-ordinated by the responsible utility

companies or authorities, and the results reported to
Command and control systems cannot tolerate down- the national EOC. The task for EOC planning is to
time. Lives can depend on the systems continuing to identify just what information from these sectors is
work. EOCs must have reliable backup: generators, actually required to help co-ordinate the overall re-
surge protectors, power stabilisers. If necessary, sponse. Key issues to address in any system design
laptop equipment can be used to fill gaps and provide are sectoral isolation and the problem of dealing with
some additional backup. Other requirements are de- multiple conflicting reports from different ministries
tailed in the main report and departments, all mostly unfamiliar with emer-

gency reporting.
Beyond this, the region as a whole needs EOC "mod-
els": -locally appropriate designs for EOC organiza- Part of this project has involved the development of a
tion and management which can be used as a basis prototype database for national, divisional, and district
for common training and support This focus on com- level damage inventory, and further work is continu-
monality in procedures for post-impact assessment ing locally. An important stage in this process is to
and response management needs to include: test prototypes in future disaster alongside the 'tradi-

tional' system. As usable designs evolve from the chal-
lenge of a substantial exercise and eventually an ac-

9
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I
tual emergency, training courses can be developed in been installed at DHA-SPPO, and provided to relevant
the design, configuration, and operation of basis dam- ministry departments in Fiji for testing. This package
age inventory software, and it may prove possible to is currently being upgraded to provide a supply ac-
replicate successful systems in most of the countries counting, as well as a basic supply recording func-
of the region. tion. A review will be necessary once the new PAHO

package is available in tested form.
Improved relief supply management, control and ac-
counting Systems for pledge processing

There are no effective systems currently available for Organising and routing requests for external mate-
the task of relief supply management in the region. rial assistance, and so-called "pledge processing" is a
An effective and comprehensive system would have core function of the national EOC. Again, at present
to be capable of the following: few formalised procedures are evident, although the

senior disaster cO-()rdinators in each country did have
.Reporting on who is receiving what items, when considerable prior experience in this area. Some ad-

and where ditional basic database support would be useful. A
.Reporting on what people actually need, when, basic database structure for pledge tracking is being

and where, vs. what they are getting. made available as part of this project. Examples of
.Highlighting the relationship between losses and pledge tracking systems used in other countries have

relief assistance: is degree of loss correlated with been assembled.
degree of assistance

.Reporting on the distribution of need and assis- Better recording of operational lessons learned
tance, by sectoral

.group/demographic group UN-DHA has developed a number of formats for re-

.Displaying or reporting which organizations are cording lessons learned during the management of
giving assistance, and to whom; and where people large emergencies, in the Pacific region and else-
are going to get help where. The lessons are normally included in evalua-

.Reporting on help being provided for special tion reports, in tabular form. In this project, a num-
groups; bereaved families; loss of breadwinner; ber of additional methods of presentation have been
handicapped and injured; old. developed, including a free-text database format which

.Reporting the types of difficulties people are hav- enables staff to retrieve notes on the difficulties expe-
ing with the authorities rienced, the reasons for the problems, the conse-

quences for operations, and possible future solutions.
Governments face a choice about whether to rely on This is currently being adapted for the Lotus Notes
existing systems or bring in ones specifically devel- package which will be implemented at DHA-SPPO.
oped for emergency operations. Most island adminis-
trations have. accounting and commodity control pro- Additional support for reconstruction management
cedures for the receipt, clearance, and transport of
government supplies. A common issue is whether to Providing information in support of reconstruction
adapt these well-understood local procedures to as- management is a complex and difficult task, which is
sist with managing relief inputs, or whether to intro- currently seriously under-researched in the disaster
duce specially designed micro-computer software to community. Multiple agencies are always involved, and
track and manage what may be a massive influx of for the countries in the region there is yet no estab-
relief assistance. A third option is to do both, estab- lished model for communications and data sharing.
lishing a boundary between the two systems. No management database is available, and no local

studies of what is done elsewhere are being carried
The most widely used software for relief supply track- out International research in this area is very frag-
ing in sudden natural disasters is the PAHO SUMA mented and under-supported. During the project, dis-
package. Demonstration versions of this software have cussions in the Cook Islands identified a number of
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possible opportunities for systems development within A second requirement is to ensure that products reach
Public Works departments which would allow better the wider community: the aim where possible must
co-ordination of some engineering aspects of recon- be to develop information products for mitigation
struction. These will need to be covered in a separate which can support successful process of community
analysis. evaluation and implementation of land use. These in-

clude maps and documentation accessible to commu-
Improving access to information needed for Disaster nity representatives and the media.

Mitigation
A third requirement is to support further research at

Active efforts are needed to Improve collection and the national level, and as a necessary concomitant to
access to mitigation data. There is a supporting this, joint collaborative research with external groups.
and facilitating role here for DHA-SPPO, working in Researchers should as far as possible be able to find
close collaboration with regional research institutions. the data sets they want, when they want. This requires
Areas for involvement include: investment in production of data dictionaries, and full

bibliographic records for research at study sites, and
.Developing ways of storing, indexing, sharing and local archiving of full sets of relevant geological and

analysing highly specialised research datasets geotechnical reports for each study site.
.Conducting regional demonstration projects, in-

cluding collections of relevant research material Preparedness, including baseline data collection
.Building a database of datasets in the region

which may be useful for mitigation research De,:elopment of disaster preparedness programmes
.Developing common indexing techniques with depends crucially on the availability of lessons-learned

SOPAC and other regional research groups information from previous emergencies. Working in
.Encouraging co-operative efforts in the region recent emergencies in the region, DHA and SPPO staff

to standardise on applications software for GIS have developed simple and effective formats for re-
applications in mitigation cording lessons-learned.. A free-text database for stor-

.Encouraging further involvement of regional GIS ing lessons-learned information has been tested as
user groups in formulating standards for collect- part of this project, and makes storage and retrieval
ing and cataloguing geo-referenced data useful from large sets quicker and easier. This format will
for mitigation purposes be converted for Lotus Notes, when the full package

is implemented at SPPO, Suva.
The analysis includes reviews of the choice of infor-
mation management tools, an inventory and analysis Effective preparedness also requires a quantitative
of datasets likely to be needed (and the feasibility of understanding of the size and demographic charac-
obtaining them) and a review of analytical tools needed teristics of the populations at risk from particular haz-
to handle these datasets. ards, and of the economic assets likely to be affected.

Fortunately, for the South Pacific region, societies are
Some guidelines for managing research in this area of a size where collection and maintenance of detailed
are necessary. A set of core requirements is addressed baseline data is a practical option.
in the study. Of these, three can be highlighted here.

There is a clear, but often unrecognised difference
A dominant requirement should be the need to en- between the data requirements of national disaster
sure that any research underpinning mitigation gives planning officials and well-established regional insti-
a clear benefit to the countries concerned: data must tutions on the one hand, and of international relief
be collected and disseminated as products and in for- groups and external donor organizations on the other.
mats that is valued in local institutions. It thus behoves Experienced local officials and local representatives
researchers and systems developers to choose areas of international organizations will have daily access
where the results are actually likely to be applied, and
to generate products in a format that hard pressed
national officials can routinely use.
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to a whole range of national statistics and other rich region, and there is an excellent case for expansion
datasets in their normal work. They will be familiar of its supporting activities in these areas.
with the physical layout of local communities, and
with their administrative organization and cultural Technical information and communications
values. They will know many of the local officials and
business people personally, and have a good sense of One of the biggest challenges faced by any emergency
the assets actually available for emergencies, and their institution is how to improve it's staffs knowledge of
location and real capabilities. the existence, quality, and sources of

emergency-related technical information. There are
Access to baseline data within the South Pacific area a number of key problems:
is in many ways an issue of connectivity and relation-
ship building. Officials know where useful data can. How to get the right information to the right per-
be found, and how reliable and precise it is likely to son at the right time, in the right mode, at the
be. They also know people who can find data for them. right cost.
Much of their knowledge of the area is simply in- .How to keep abreast of, and exploit, new techno-
grained; a result of years spent in previous positions logical developments.
in one or another part of a small country. Computer" How to link national disaster management insti-
systems and databases can assist considerably in tutions with similar problems into a knowledge
maintaining the core sets of quantitative data that sharing network.

, needs to be stored in emergency offices, but robust
~ and reliable communications and connectivity can All organizations involved in disaster management

usually contribute even more. The ability to get rapid share these problems, but they are particularly acute
access to the right person, to be trusted, and to ask in specialist sectors such as health, water supply, tele-
the right questions is a key requirement communications, electricity supply, fire and safety

services, and public works and structural engineer-
The prototype damage inventory system, developed ing.
for this project, includes a number of tables for main-
taining essential baseline data on individual small com- In addition, internationally, provision of information
munities. Additionally, a checklist of required national on and about particular emergencies is currently un-
baseline datasets for national emergency offices is dergoing significant changes. Increasingly, govern-
included in the main report ments, donors, and the and national publics are learn-

ing to anticipate a rich and complex picture soon after
a major emergency such as an earthquake occurs.

6. Additional Regional Approaches to An international emergency organization in regions
1ft. M where a large emergency occurs would now be ex-
norma Ion anagement pected to participate at least to a limited extent in net-

work activity: to monitor Internet postings and issue
Two areas for development have a broader scope, and clarifications and corrections; to clarify priorities and
are likely to require routine and regular regional co- needs, and to help the wider global public interpret
operation on a regional basis: the event

.Reinforcement of traditional library services for Overall, internal and external communications are
disaster planning gradually becoming cheaper and simpler. Either now,

.Support for the electronic storage and exchange or within one or two years, technical staff of adminis-
of technical information and lessons learned trations almost anywhere will in principle be in a posi-

tion to get answers to questions more easily and to
SPPO has made a valuable contribution to the collec- communicate with colleagues much more easily. Ac-
tion and dissemination of technical information in the cess to electronic networks will provide a broad range
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of new opportunities, including the ability of networks. To act as a centre for housing published and un-
of interested technical staff able to communicate rou- published material on disaster management and
tinely on a whole range of specialised topics; "virtual- research, and providing structured access
ity" in information provision (the capacity to locate through catalogues and indexes, borrowing and
and collect information held in several different cen- copying, with access increasingly being via elec-
tres around the world during one access session); and tronic routes.
"virtuality" in problem solving and research. It will .To act as a gateway to other sources of
gradually become much easier for teams of research- disaster-related information and document sup-
ers from several institutions in several countries to ply services, using networks to provide rapid and
collaborate routinely on common problems. Most in- comprehensive access to information
stitutions involved in research are likely to make their. To provide guidance to users in the availability
products available electronically, probably for sale and exploitation of library and information ser-
using electronic cash. Much free material will also be vices and facilities
made available electronically. .To encourage and support'the acquisition of trans-

ferable skills of information retrieval, processing,
DHA-SPPO is already an important provider of infor- evaluation and presentation through training
mation and support on disaster management and re- programmes in information handling.
search, and is already closely involved with other spe-
cialist groups in the region. The level of research col- A section of the main report reviews in detail the steps
laboration is excellent and maintained with consider- DHA-SPPO can take to make its outputs available in
able skill by those directly involved. digital format, to expand its technical library services,

and to develop new types of specialised information
DHA-SPPO has a substantial facilitating and support packages on themes/subjects in disaster manage-
role in the provision of disaster preparedness and ment The report also includes a framework for moni-
management information. The following goals can be toring activities in this area. A range of software and
taken as a starting point for what will eventually be- materials have been provided in support of these in-
come a collaborative exercise between government, formation activities, together with recommendations
regional research groups and technical libraries, and on training and additional systems development
the international disaster community.

~
.

\
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Jointly for National Disaster Manage- .Include IT training in career planning for disas-
.ter planning staff

ment Departments and DHA-SPPO .Provide self-instructional materials (video and

self-teaching books) on MS-Access database
Continue to seek improvements in computer security, maintenance and programming
auxiliary power and reliable communications: .Encourage wider understanding of basic network-
.Establish a set of written standards and routines ing principles -encourage staff to take Novell

for each EOC for data back-up and logging the Certified Netware Administrator (CNA) courses
testing of equipment designated for emergency. Encourage the development of basic Windows in-
use, including power generators. stallation, and hardware repair and maintenance

.Provide two uninterruptable power supply units courses for EOC staff.
(UPS) with power filtering and surge protection
in each EOC where such equipment is not yet Continue to develop systems to assist with emergency
available, capable of running computer, fax, and response:
radio equipment for up to 30 minutes minimum. Upgrade donated computer equipment with DX21

.Purchase Iomega Zip or Syquest drives as an DX4 (or faster) processors where necessary and
emergency backup data source, and for distribu- add a minimum of 500 Mb additional hard disk
tion of technical materials in digital form capacity to each machine as soon as resources

.Upgrade anti-virus protection for computers in permit
EOCs: Dr. Solomon's Anti Virus software is sug- .Continue country-level inventories of existing
gested, with the commercial version of McAfee sources of baseline data
Associates virus checker as an alternative. In- .Continue programming work on the prototype
clude protection against macro-based risks (e.g. damage inventory database developed as part of
in Word 6 and Excel) in data files. this project

.Encourage EOC managers to designate additional. Test the emergency information and damage in-
computers and printers for back-up use ventory databases during the cyclone season, on

.Review possibilities for outsourcing for computer an experimental basis, in parallel with existing
maintenance in emergencies systems

.Continue to explore additional options for re- .Encourage national health departments to as-
gional initiatives for computer maintenance and semble baseline information for comprehensive
security in national EOCs. epidemiological surveillance

.Initiate additional research on information re-
Establish a firm basis for system design: quirements for veterinary emergencies
.Encourage the formation of two joint working

groups of national IT staff in each country to fo- Information-related initiatives within DHA-SPPO
cus on future requirements for EOC develop-
ment: An availability and reliability working. Improve Internet access as a matter of urgency.
group, and an open systems interconnection Augment the current Fido-based arrangements
working group. This is a long-term measure to with dial-in PPP or SUP TCP lIP as soon as con-
develop a common culture on protection issues, nections become available.
and to ensure that a common open systems ap- .Review the opportunities for data transmission
proach to network development for emergencies using packet radio in emergencies, and seek out
is encouraged in each country and throughout closer links with local amateur radio communi-
the region. ties in the region

.Maintain the existing close-contact with Peacesat
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project staff: encourage additional protection of Mission Follow-up
Peace sat sites against earthquake and cyclone
damage A number of specific initiatives are suggested for a

.Seek opportunities to gain operational experience direct follow up to this mission:
with data transmission using Inmarsat mobile ter-
minals .Additional development work on the emergency

.Purchase at least two 28kbps battery powered information and damage inventory database
modems for use with laptop computers, with. A further review of damage inventory data man-
acoustic coupler attachments agement options at the local level, particularly in

Fiji, and of data transmission requirements and
.Purchase a copy of Mapinfo for Windows, and options from the district level onwards.

develop a prototype GIS for building vulnerabil- .Additional work on the design of Workshops on
ity to earthquakes in Suva damage inventory

.Continue to participate actively in the GIS user. Detailed follow-up on epidemiological monitoring
group in Suva database requirements

.Develop a prototype database for graphic objects, .Additional detailed review of emergency logistics
and review the options for using digital cameras management issues in Fiji and at one other loca-
to collect pictures from study areas. tion.

.Maintain contact with local insurance companies. A review of options for implementation of SUMA
to review the methods used to store claims infor- 2 logistics tracking software (when completed)
mation after disasters in the region as a whole, starting with one or two

pilot sites
.Develop a library management plan based on .Additional analysis of options for collecting and

IS09000 evaluation standards as adapted for spe- managing information on damage to commercial
ciallibraries facilities

.Install library bibliographic software; the rec- .Development of a comprehensive thesaurus for
ommended package is Reference Manager ver- SPPO's library
sion 7. A more basic alternative choice is the Pa- .Rese3(ch on options for damage prediction mod-
pyrus package. elling

.Develop a pilot WWW server installation in SPPO
Suva

.Purchase and install Acrobat Professional soft-
ware for exchange of SPPO documents in digital
form

.Review local opportunities for joint purchase ofI
Adobe Acrobat Capture for document imaging.

(Requires fast Pentium processor with 24 Mb
.memory for efficient use)

.Fully implement a local networked version of
Lotus Notes at SPPO

.Install a database of lessons learned using Lotus
Notes, in the format developed by SPPO and in-
corporated in the prototype free-text database
currently installed at SPPO.
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